What the
tech?
COVID-19 has ushered in a new way of
working for organisations
Change drives evolution, and many have taken positive steps for the
evolution of the business and the good of their employees:

74%

53% 28%

are allowing employees to
work flexibly from home to
enable home-schooling

have rewritten remote
working policies

are allowing employees to
claim expenses for areas
such as changing their ISP
and buying office equipment

90% agree that their organisation will be significantly more robust
having been through the COVID-19 crisis and come out the other side,
with multiple benefits from the upheaval either seen or anticipated:

42%

39%
39%
35%

33%

say increased resilience to external events
cite improved policies/processes across the business
forsee a more cohesive workforce, ready and able to change
envision increased employee productivity
anticipate accelerated digital transformation plans

65% have seen that remote working at scale is possible due to the
upheaval from COVID-19, and many rate their organisation’s transition
towards remote working in a positive light:

48%
29%

22%
1%
Wooden spoon

Middle of the pack

Slow to react
and are now
scrambling

Just about where
they need to be, but
the transition was
slow

Podium finish

Assessed the
situation before a
smooth and swift
transition

Champions

Reacted quickly
and the transition
went without a
hitch

COVID-19 was always going to be a
challenge financially for organisations
Many have had to make financial adjustments:

42% 36% 28%

have revised revenue and
profit predictions downwards

have cut spending across the
organisation

have funneled budget from
other departments to where it
is needed most

The majority have had to, or
are planning to, decrease or
freeze IT investments in areas
such as…

But large proportions have
increased, or are planning to
increase, investment in areas
including…

71%

66%

57%

54%

64%

61%

48%

47%

...new application
development and
support

...Internet of
Things

...AI and machine
learning

...cybersecurity
technology and
support

...5G planning/
implementation

...network
infrastructure

...collaboration
tools and
technologies

...hardware and
devices

Cybersecurity is also an area where
organisations have felt the strain from
COVID-19
65% admit that while remote working is great, they
are less secure as a business...
...while 41% confess that securing their remote
workforce has been among the most significant
challenges for their IT department
Indeed, 71% have experienced at least one security related issue since
transitioning towards remote working at scale:

24%

21%

report an
increased
number of
phishing
attempts

19%

have seen
declining
employee
adherence
to security
protocols

cite an
increased
number of
ransomware
attempts

16%

have suffered
a successful
cybersecurity
breach

COVID-19 has emphasised the value of the IT
department to enterprise size organisations,
but they’ve experienced some difficulties
along the way
91% believe that the pressure on IT to “fix” remote working has
significantly increased as a result of the COVID-19 crisis, while a number
of challenges have arisen:

42% 41%

are struggling with visibility
into IT issues for their remote
workforce

highlight the number of
issues being reported to the
IT helpdesk from their remote
workforce

35%
face difficulties procuring
the necessary hardware,
software and tools for their
remote workforce

53% think that greater value will be placed on the IT team as a result
of the upheaval from COVID-19, while organisations have already learnt
plenty of lessons from this crisis, such as…
55%

…ways of working need to be
significantly more flexible
…IT infrastructure/systems need
to be more scalable
…crisis planning and response
must improve
…investment in new cybersecurity
infrastructure is required
…budget plans must stretch further
into the future

49%
44%
40%
34%
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